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1 of 1 review helpful A great finish to a two book series By Timothy Bateson This book is almost as good as Oxygen 
the first in the set Having reached Mars the crew must now overcome a new set of challenges associated with their 
mission living in a remote planet and try to remain sane when their company consists of just the four of them Just like 
Oxygen The Fifth Man builds on the suspense and mystery from The sequel to the award winning Oxygen Courage 
and self sacrifice have finally brought the crew of Ares 10 safely to the planet Mars They enthusiastically begin the 
mission they were sent to perform Though working under dangerous conditions and experiencing strained 
relationships the astronauts are encouraged by fascinating discoveries that seem to point to the presence of 
microscopic life on the planet But their work is disrupted when frightening sabotage like tha From Booklist Olson and 
Ingermanson s Fifth Man is a sequel to their brilliant Oxygen The same crew more or less marooned on Mars returns 
but not much happens by way of Mars exploration except f 
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